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. . * ■ June 5, 1975 *• ' '' | 

jesus, policoff, i said merely i was weary ,of 
being badgered by dilettantes ( three Ts), not that i ! > 

had a contract out .on you. _ - ' ' f 

i«m quite familiar with your work and it is , 
commendableo "there are some errors threaded through it 

.which is par for the course for any document so ; intense. 
forg-i\e me if i ' put them down to oversight, innocence or .. j 
over-familiaritylwith your research, rather than that „5 

you are --part of the secret cabal working to destroy 
western 'civilization. j 

so, for christ sake, credit me with not trying to 
deceive those decent enough ^put down $0 cents for my J 

magazine expecti^to find that lindsay gave them a stab 
at the truth here"and there. ■ ' ' , 

* ^   ‘ '   ..!• . 

<-• . one of the things 'tha‘t weary meo about the . J; V'- 
conspiratorialists— and that plays into” the hands of the 
nay-sayers , is the insistence upon settir^ the ground 
rules for the work of others^ «Ss^-then, when^othera don’t 
play their game it is not that they are bad- sports 
but ratl#£p$jrt of the fucking cons piracy/ v ' . j 

• ’ . jji - ! 

i wasnot*, as you insist i must ‘be* examining 
the warren coranisslon report® that has been examined, 
Ve-examined and cross-examined for more.o than a decade, 
i was merely sifting through and updating the " new evidence"! 
that challenges the warren commission, so it made no differs- 
ence that a former member of the 'warren commission spaff _| 
handed-me at my request a rather interesting analysis 
prepared by ofte;not remotely connected withthe commission's 
work that had been5 pu(j together, as $ it is; clearly shown 
in the body of the report, at the request of the former » ; 
staff member, it is an interesting viewpoint and it 
happesMpto be the onlycopy^i”could lay my hands on. we 
did not chisel the findings into ato^gtablets. w§ threw 
it out for comment and study, it had nots to my knowledge ' 
previously surfaced© i am^told that a^nti-warren. 
commentators are havirg similar studies done, splendid.no _ j 
skinoff my face, hope it continues the controversy. 

i am sorry as hell i cannot agree that thebries 
as bizarre and elusive of proof as those spun by 
groden, josiah thompson and others are more valid than 
the finding^ of the warren commission, i have apologized to 
groden that i cannot see hi3 elusive essass i£sl$ hiding, 
rifleSat the ready, in the bushes on the grassy knoll, that 
pairs me, but i frankly cannot find them there. 

• P 



/ 
/ 

■■ ■ . . -;N 
mark lane'had a Tew of 113 in two weeks ago to shpw the 

ubiquitous zapruder film again, he concentrated on the 
moment the president was hit4 by the f nt§.l bullet. " see, 
the president's body moves backward, rfot forw§r<H' he repeated 
again and again.sorry, but the president's body 
clearly moves forward first-- and the gush of the* 
detritus of a shattered skull and spongy brain is’ forwptfd, 
spattering those in front—the connallys, secret s^vi^e 
agents, the seats, floor and dash board^with bloody* 
brain tissue, i'm sorry, that is the way i have seen 
it from the first and that is the way i see it now, supp- 
orted by allthe physical evidence. 

'• • : it - 

nor do i believe, as you charge,that 
doctor James humes destroye.d "the first draft of the 
a^utopsy," for , as you probably know by ^ow, there 
was no first draft, he destroyed his blodd y , uneasy hand- 
written notes— after he had transcribed them into a 
dictating machine, he should^/ot have done that but he 
did and i^find it not the le^st difficult to take the 1 
wor4» ^>f a man against whom no’previous suspicions of : 

incxjjjip^ence had been leveled, and who has since/ 
distinguished, himself as a physician^- despite a bastinado” 
of allegations, unsupported,that might have wrecked a leaser 
man0 i merely conclude the charges stem .from men lesser 
than humesuntil shown otherwise. 

, _ now, right in the middle of all this, you call 
and when i ask you to name one person who has™* challenged 
the locat ion of the bullet wound in kennedy' slipper back 
or neck, as the case* may be, you fumble around Vand then 
give me-- harold weisberg, doctor harold weisberg, md0, 
fascp, the honorgfp pathologist? no, weisberg the ryland < 
chicken farmer. "h—' 

now com-- off it, policoff. 
yourself haVe gone on and on about officialdom allowing 
the perfectly respectable dr. john k. lattimer, chairman 
of the department of urology at Columbia university's 
college of .physicians and surgeons,"t?o see the autopsy 
evidence an$pas s judgment on it. why*”a uroloaistj i 
believe you asked, why a chicken farmer? * 

let us criticise officials for allowing a urologaist 
to invade areas jlll5§£ in which forensic patholdgists'*"’ 
fear to tread, and honor harold weisberg for his persistence 
and patience in using the freedom of information law to 
force disclosure of heretofore hidden evidence, /but don't 
give me weisberg on the wounds, and i won't argue with 
you that a urologist however respectable and competent, was 
not the man for the h6ur. okay? 
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there are other things i might 
discuss but it would be fruitless because you are 
obviously convinced i am part of some secret cabal-- 

bradlee, Salisbury and lindsay, was the way you 
put it..to keep the truth from surfacing, you flatter me 
placing me^in that distinguished company, but we have 
little ir®T common. we,all three', i am sure, play 
our time on the stage with different degrees' 

visibility,*talent and responsibility, scarcely the 
material for a cabal to suppress * truth. 

let me put it this way* if there was a'charre'e to 
blow the findings of the warren commission from here 
to pluto-and get my name in the history books as the" 
news correspondent wh o did it, would it not seem reasons 
to you that i might be interested? there is simply 

no drama or courage involved in " defending",as you put 
it, a &&xsi3S££iiS3i document so savagely attacked and examij 
as the warren commission report for eleten years, by 
your own estimate, it "stinks." v * 

let me put it this way* if there was a' charre'e to 
blow the findings of the warren commission from here 
to pluto-and get my name in the history books as the" 
news correspondent wh o did it, would it not seem reasonable 
to you that i might be interested? there is simply 1 

no drama or courage involved in " defending",as you put 
it, a document so savagely attacked and exami]&@3 
as the warren commission report for eleven years, by 
your own estimate, it "stinks." v * 

j^have heard all the arguments, policoff.’i have seen 
and e xammed all the theories said to negate the warrens?; 
report* what i have not seeti«- and i mean this quite 
s-ncirely, is-a cohesive theory that makes'more--or in many !■ 
cases as much--sense than the warren report and is more 
easily proved. 
“r.. * 

i let us take one rather obscure area of •• 
controversy, the ^SHSS*»shadow or flattened obiect 
observed in photos of kennedy's brain. 

wecht posits a fragment of the missile that 
killed kennedy or ” a brain tumor." 

i have discussed this with established neuro- i 
surgeons who ^sa» insist that it cannot be a brain tumor’ 
for two reasons: it is darkened with blood and unless the 
blood--drainedinto thetumor it would not show up on the 
platenogjgof three surgeons ,with whom i discussed i 
^iis phenomenon ever encountered a brain tumor containing 1 

enough blood to create that kirsddl of shadow, what is more 
important-, they -simply explode1 when, given the description 
of tne geometric • outlines described by wecht and others, 
they hear presumably qualified physicians referring even to 
the possibility that any shadow with such sharp angles could 
be a tumor. <====«=. ,5 ° : 

m7 educated guess is this: it is a total 
misreadiw of a common phenomenon, the president's brain was 

ri^t nido thflt what wecht saw was really the outline of he fihothered brain ugatnnfc the hoard on 7 

whtoh it reaha, 1 nothin words, he la looking " through^' the 
brain, not at :1t. r ^ 



it might help if more qualified doctorsv viewed the 
p hotos and x-rays, but tf&at wpn«t settle the question,, 

it woulds presumably, be decisive if the formalins 
set brain w ere produced for examination,' but do you 
really believeis^ it? how long do youthink it would 
be before somebody 4HT wrote a piece sayi^there is no 

proof it was jfk’s brain? i think you know 
the drill, it would be traced from the autopsy amphitheater 
at besthesda .naval hospital t$ admiral burkely®s office, 
to robert kennedy, where the trail cold. then it" would i 
be ^postulated that somewhere alo^the li^the brain ( 
was sateteteEteHateaafekaffifig lost and  well, why go ran. 

right now • i am busy with the r ockefeller 
cia 7ra^7FiT'ifwwflrtiHii^iiiii'i|Mii>YiiTiiiiiHMB probe and r sport-- and 

the conflict developing with senator church. 
i 

but if you are in town on Jfk business 
in the future, give mefto call and £$rop by. i'm trying to 

smoking so i should b© through the.a.cut© ♦ 
withdrawal stage in another couple of weeks. i am bearable' 
under normal circumstances, hopeless under these0 ‘ : 

but we don’t have‘to move alo 
lines snarling ,at each other, policoff. we 
us, have something to interest the other, 

parallel- 
lay' each of 

i suggest a quick relaxing exercise' picture 
paul muni playirr harold weisberg at the cruciat moment 
weisberg, peering through his electronic microscope, 
discovers that kennedy®s brain contains particles of 
a metal of extra-terrestial origin, a nr»T passes 
his lips as he turns to share his triumph, all thechickens 
can do is cock heads and *go cluck, cleeooucckkk. cluck, a 
hell of a scene, 

. peace, policoff, it is not usj 
it is the rest of t^en. 


